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1. FOLLOW INFO IN REPLY REF:

   A. IT NOT PRESENTLY POSSIBLE HAVE LIONION-1 COVER BOTH MAIN TARGET AND CONSULATE DUE PRESENCE PULSE CAMERA AND MANNER IN WHICH WINDOW MASKED. WERE PULSE CAMERA REMOVED CONSULATE IS FROM ROOM ADJACENT TO ROOM FROM WHICH MAIN TARGET COVERED. IT IMPOSSIBLE HAVE LIONION-1 SIMULTANEOUSLY COVER BOTH TARGETS.

   B. AS MATTER REGULAR PRACTICE, LIONION-1 TAKES PHOTOS ALL PERSONS OF INTEREST WHO GO FROM MAIN GATE TO CONSULATE. PHOTO COVERAGE IS FROM MAIN GATE VANTAGE POINT. LIONION-1 UNABLE SEE THEN ENTER/DEPART CONSULATE.

   C. SINCE LIONION-1 HAS NOT PHYSICALLY COVER CONSULATE TARGET FOR PROLONGED PERIOD IN SAME TIME, IT NOT POSSIBLE GIVE FIRM PERCENTAGE OF CONSULATE VISITORS PHOTOGRAPHED BY LIONION-1, BUT IT STATION FEELING MOST FIRST TIME VISITORS GO TO MAIN GATE FIRST, THINKING IS ENTRANCE TO BOTH CONSULATE AND EMBASSY.